TO THE LIBRARIAN

I recommend the following book for purchase by the library. The book is very relevant to the work in our department. Please consider this book for purchase at the earliest opportunity.

**Title:** Cytomegaloviruses: Molecular Biology and Immunology  
**Edited by:** Matthias J. Reddehase  
**Publisher:** Caister Academic Press  
**Book:** 978-1-904455-02-8. **Ebook:** 978-1-913652-38-8, £250, $250

Available worldwide from:

* Caister Academic Press [https://www.caister.com/order](https://www.caister.com/order) or from all good book shops and library suppliers
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- **Bats and Viruses: Current Research and Future Trends**  

Full details at [www.caister.com](http://www.caister.com)